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Abstract. Video recommendation is a hot research topic to help people access
interesting videos. The existing video recommendation approaches include CBF,
CF and HF. However, these approaches treat the relationships between all users
as equal and neglect an important fact that the acquaintances or friends may be a
more reliable source than strangers to recommend interesting videos. Thus, in this
paper we propose a novel approach to improve the accuracy of video recommendation. For a given user, our approach calculates a recommendation score for each
video candidate that composes of two parts: the interest degree of this video by
the user’s friends, and the relationship strengths between the user and his friends.
The final recommended videos are ranked according to the accumulated recommendation scores from different recommenders. We conducted experiments with
45 participants and the results demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of
our approach.
Keywords: Video Recommendation, Relationship Strength, Activity Domain.

1 Introduction
Driven by the proliferation of digital capture and the advent of near-ubiquitous broadband Internet access, videos on the internet are growing at an explosive rate [3]. For
example, it is estimated that the most popular video sharing website YouTube1 stores
over 150,000,000 videos in its repository. Therefore, today’s online users always face a
daunting volume of video clips when they search for interesting videos from the repositories. As a result, there is an increasing demand of video recommendation service
which is able to help users to find “interesting” or “highly related” videos [10].
Currently, there are three prevalent approaches widely used in video recommendation, namely, content-based filtering (CBF), collaborative filtering (CF), and hybrid filtering (HF). The CBF approaches recommend videos based on the similarity between
the unseen videos and the past videos viewed by the user [6], while the CF approaches
1
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predict video preference of the given user based on the ratings of the other users whose
tastes are similar to him/her. Combining both of the above two approaches, HF approaches could achieve a better performance [1].
However, the above approaches ignore an important fact that a user’s friends can be a
more reliable source to recommend interesting videos rather than strangers. For example, a user is more likely to be interested in the videos recommended by his friends than
that from strangers since he and his friends may have more common interests and know
each other well. Moreover, for different friends, the user may share interests on different domains. This will affect video recommendation results. For example, a user usually
discusses with friend A about the “sport” topic, then the sport videos recommended by
friend A may be of more interest to the user. While he may share “diet” topic with friend
B, and thus the diet videos from friend B may be good candidates to be recommended.
Not only the relationship strength between users, the video interest is another important
factor to be considered in video recommendation task. For example, a user has a strong
relationship with a friend on the domain “sport”, but his friend may be more interested
in “football” than “basketball”, thus the videos about “football” viewed by his friend
are more important than those of “basketball”. Therefore, the interest degree of video
is another important factor in video recommendation task.
Based on these motivations, in this paper, we propose a novel video recommendation
framework by considering both user relationship strength and the interest degree of
video. For a given user, we calculate a recommendation score for each video candidate.
The recommendation score is composed of two parts: the interest degree of this video
by the user’s friends, and the relationship strengths between the user and his friends. We
measure the interest degree of each video based on its textual and visual similarity with
the other viewed videos. The relationship strengths between users are inferred through
online social network. For each pair of users, we employ a graph model to estimate
the relationship strength by considering the users’ profile information, the interaction
activities as well as the activity domains. The final recommended videos are ranked
according to the recommendation scores.
We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
1. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that integrates the relationship strength information derived from online social network into a personalized
video recommendation framework. We not only utilize relationship strength between users, but also consider them in different activity domains.
2. We also propose an approach to identify the interest degree between a candidate
video and the recommender. The interest degree is calculated using the textual and
visual similarity between the video and the other videos viewed in the past.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the related work.
Section 3 details of the proposed methodology of interest degree estimation and the
relationship strength estimation. The initial experiment results and evaluations are provided in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss the directions of future
works in Section 5.
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2 Related Work
There are three prevalent approaches widely used in video recommender system, namely
content-based filtering (CBF), collaborative filtering (CF), and hybrid filtering (HF) that
combines the above two approaches. For CBF approaches, videos can be recommended
based on the contents of previously viewed videos. For example, Mei et al. [11] presented an online video recommendation system, VideoReach, using multi-modal relevance between videos and users’ click-through data. They considered three modalities,
textual, visual and aural, and combined the relevance scores from them by using the
attention fusion function. The CF approaches compare a user’s ratings of videos with
those of hundreds of others, find people who share similar preferences, and then recommend videos that are interesting for those people with similar preferences [12]. For
example, Baluja et al. [2] built a user-video graph which represents the co-view information among different users and its recommendation was performed by a graph propagation in which the label of each node was obtained from its neighbors. However, the
CBF approach neglects the fact that different users may share similar interestingness
and the performance of CF approach is decreased when there is a shortage of user’s
ratings such as user can only view a very small portion of the videos from a large-scale
online video database. Thus, HF approaches, which combine both of the above two approaches in a single framework, are proposed. For example, Burke [4] employed mixture
models which build the recommendation based on a linear combination of voting, the
content-based prediction and the collaborative prediction.
The growth and popularity of online social networks, such as Facebook and
Google+2, have led to a surge in research focusing on estimating the relationship
strength between different users in online social network. Gilbert et al. [7] presented a
predictive model that maps the social media data to the strength of ties between friends.
However, these works only consider the binary prediction task of distinguishing the
strong ties from the weak ties. Xiang et al. [16] developed an unsupervised model to
estimate the relationship strength between different users from the interaction activity
(e.g., communication, tagging) and the user similarity. However, it mixes all the interaction activities from various activity domains together and did not consider the fact
that the relationship strengths between the same user pair may be different in various
activity domains.
In this paper, we utilize the relationship strength between different users in different
domains to help recommend videos to the user. Meanwhile, we also consider the interest
degree of video candidates from each recommender’s viewing history.

3 Approach
Give a set of users U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uK } associated with a dataset of viewed videos
V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vH }, the video recommendation service aims to provide a video list
for each user uk . Here, we calculate a recommendation score for each video with respect
to the user uk (1 ≤ k ≤ K), and then return a rank list of videos to this user according to
the recommendation scores. As shown in Fig. 1, for a given video vh (1 ≤ h ≤ H), its
2
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Fig. 1. The schematic illustration of the proposed video recommendation strategy that explores
the user’s viewing history and the relationship strengths in various activity domains

recommendation score to the user uk is determined by two factors: the interest degree
of the video vh by the user ut (t = k) who has viewed it before, and the relationship
strength between the user uk and ut in the specific activity domain in which video vh
belongs to. Next, we will describe these two factors in detail.
3.1 Interest Degree Estimation
Give a set of videos V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vH }, we estimate the interest degree I(vh , uk ) of
the video vh by the user uk as follow:
I(vh , uk ) = μ(vh , uk )U (vh , uk )

(1)

where μ(vh , uk ) is an indicator whether uk has viewed vh before; U (vh , uk ) reflects
the importance of the video vh among all the viewed videos by uk .
Generally, for a given user uk , the importance of the video vh U (vh , uk ) could be
estimated according to the textual and visual information of all the viewed videos by
uk . Take the textual information as an example, if some words of the video vh , such as
“football” etc, frequently appear in the other viewed videos by uk , then this video vh is
very important for user uk since user uk likes this topic “football”. Based on this idea,
in our approach, we adopt a linear function to calculate the importance value I(vh , uk )
based on textual and visual sources as:
U (vh , uk ) = αUt (vh , uk ) + (1 − α)Uv (vh , uk )

(2)

where Ut (vh , uk ), Uv (vh , uk ) denote the importance of vh measured by the textual and
visual information respectively, and α is the balance weight which we empirically set
in experiments.
Textual Importance Estimation. For a user uk , the textual importance of video vh is
calculated by averaging the textual similarities between vh and the other viewed videos
by uk , which we express it as:
Ut (vh , uk ) =

L

1
μ(vo , uk )St (vh , vo )
num(vo |uk ) o=1

(3)
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where num(vo |uk ) is the number of videos viewed by the user uk , and St (vh , vo ) is
the similarity between the video vh and vo measured based on textual information [14].
Here, the textual information includes video’s title, description, tag and category etc.
We represent each video vo as a set of words Wo , and the the similarity between video
vh and vo is calculated as:
St (vh , vo ) =

1
|Wo ||Wl |



exp(−

wo ∈Wo ,wl ∈Wl

N GD(wo , wl )
)
σ

(4)

where N GD(wo , wl ) is the normalized Google distance [5] between the word wo and
wl , and σ is a scaling parameter.
Visual Importance Estimation. The visual importance Uv (vh , uk ) is calculated by
averaging the visual similarities between vh and the other viewed videos by uk , which
we express as:
Uv (vh , uk ) =

L

1
μ(vo , uk )Sv (vh , vo )
num(vo |uk ) o=1

(5)

where num(vo |uk ) is the number of videos viewed by user uk , and Sv (vh , vo ) is the
similarity between video vh and vo measured based on visual information. We represent
each video as a set of key-frames. For each key-frame, we extract
428-dimensional global visual features, including 255-dimensional block-wise color
moment, 128-dimensional wavelet texture, and 75-dimensional edge direction
histogram [8][17][18]. The visual similarity Sv (vh , vo ) is calculated by averaging the
similarities between their key-frames:
Sv (vh , vo ) =

1
|vh ||vo | x



(1 − cos(xi , xj ))

(6)

i ∈vh ,xj ∈vo

where xi , xj are key-frames in vh and vo respectively, |vh |, |vo | represent the key-frame
numbers contained in the corresponding videos, and cos(xi , xj ) is the cosine distance
between these two key-frames [13].
3.2 Relationship Strength Estimation
As Fig. 2 shows, the relationship strength estimation is composed of three steps: data
preprocessing, activity domain assignment and graph-based relationship strength estimation. We will introduce these three steps in the rest of this subsection.
Data Preprocessing. Given the set of the interaction activities (messages, news feeds
and events) downloaded from the Facebook website, there are three main sequential
steps in our data preprocessing: word correction by Aspell3 , stop word removed, and
stemming by WordNet4 . After that, we obtain the dataset composed of the interaction
3
4
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Fig. 2. A general framework to measure the relationship strength between different users in various activity domains in social network, where the (number,domain) pairs on the edges of the right
network represent the value of relationship strength in that activity domain

activity documents D = {d1 , d2 , . . . , dN }, where N is the number of documents. For
each interaction activity document dn , its related users refer to those users sending or
receiving this document. We record this user-document relationship by a matrix UD =
{udkn }k=K,n=N
, where udkn indicates whether document dn is related to user uk .
k,n=1
Activity Domain Assignment. Given the activity domains A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , AL },
we assign an activity domain Al to each document dn in D before estimating the relationship strength. Here, we define seven activity domains as “diet”, “entertainment”,
“shopping”, “sports”, “work”, “tourism”, and “others”. We represent each document
dn as a set of words. Let Sem(dn , Al ) be the relatedness degree between document dn
and activity domain Al , which is calculated as:

tfn ∗ N GD(wn , Al )
(7)
Sem(dn , Al ) =
wn ∈Wn

where tfn is the normalized frequency of the word wn in Wn , and N GD(wn , Al ) is
the normalized Google distance [5] between wn and the domain name Al . For each
document dn , the domain Al with the highest relatedness degree is assigned only if
Sem(dn , Al ) is larger than a threshold, otherwise, this document belongs to “others”.
Graphical Model Based Relationship Strength Estimation. To estimate the relationship strength between different users in various activity domains, we build a graphical
model (described in Fig. 3) based on two observations:
1. For two users ui and uj , given a specific activity domain Al , the relationship
(i,j)
strength Tl
in this domain is determined by S (i,j) , the profile similarity between these two users.
(i,j)
2. The relationship strength Tl
between ui and uj in activity domain Al impacts
(i,j)
their interaction activities on this domain (denoted as Dl ).
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Fig. 3. Graphical model for estimating the relationship strength in various activity domains

Furthermore, to increase the accuracy of the graphical model, we introduce an auxiliary
(i,j)
(i,j)
variable Zl
for each Dl . The detailed descriptions of these variables in Fig. 3 are
as follow:
(ij)

(ij)

(ij)

– S (i,j) = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sP ) is the similarity vector between the users ui and
uj , where P is the number of attributes in the profile. For the p-th attribute fp with
(ij)
discrete values, we set sp = 1 if ui and uj have the same values on fp , and
(ij)
(ij)
sp = 0 otherwise. On the other hand, if the values on fp are continuous, sp is
determined according to:
(ij)

sp

|fpi −fpj |

=1−

max

1≤k1 ,k2 ≤K

k

(8)

k

|fp 1 −fp 2 |

where fpi represents the value of user ui on the p-th attribute.
(ij)
– Tl is the relationship strength between users ui and uj in activity domain Al .
(ij)
– Dl is the strength of interaction activities between users ui and uj in activity
domain Al . We measure it based on their related documents in this domain, which
is calculated as:
(ij)

Dl
(ij)

– Zl

=

N

n=1

Sem(dn , Al ) ∗ udin ∗ udjn
(ij)

is an auxiliary variable. We set Zl

(9)

to 1 in our experiment.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, our graphical model represents the likely causal relationships
among all the variables by modeling their conditional dependencies. Based on these
dependencies, the joint distribution decomposes as follows:
(ij)

(ij)

(ij)

(ij)

(ij)

(ij)

P (T1 , . . . , TL , D1 , . . . , DL |S(ij) , Z1 , . . . , ZL )
L

(ij)
(ij)
(ij)
(ij)
=
P (Tl |S(ij) )P (Dl |Tl , Zl )
l=1

(10)
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In this work, we adopt the widely-used Gaussian distribution to model the conditional
(ij)
(ij)
(ij)
(ij)
probabilities P (Tl |S(ij) ) and P (Dl |Tl , Zl ), which are expressed as:
(ij)
P (Tl |S(ij) ) = N (wlT S(ij) , v)
(ij)
(ij)
(ij)
(ij)
(ij)
P (Dl |Tl , Zl ) = N (αl Tl + βl Zl , v)

(11)

where wl is a P -dimensional weight vector to be estimated, αl , βl are two coefficients,
and v is the variance in Gaussian model, which is configured to be 0.5 in our experiments. To avoid over-fitting, we put L2 regularizes on parameters wl and αl , βl , which
can be regarded as Gaussian priors:
λ1

T

P (wl ) ∝ e− 2 wl wl
λ2
2
2
P (αl , βl ) ∝ e− 2 (αl +βl )
(ij)

(12)

(ij)

Among all the variables, S(ij) , Dl , Zl are all visible, and wl , αl , βl are to-belearned parameters. Given the samples of the user pairs P = U ×U, the joint probability
is expressed according to Eq. (10)-Eq. (12):
L


=
∝

l=1
L


P (P|wl , αl , βl )P (wl )P (αl , βl )


l=1 (i,j)∈P
L


l=1 (i,j)∈P

(ij)

P (Dl
1

T

e− 2v (wl

(ij)

|Zl

(ij)

, Tl

(ij)

, αl , βl )P (Tl

(ij) 2

S(ij) −Tl

)

1

(ij)

e− 2v (αl Tl

|S(ij) , wl )P (wl )P (αl , βl )
(ij)

+βl Zl

(ij) 2

−Dl

)

e−

λ1
2

wlT wl −

e

λ2
2

(α2l +βl2 )

(13)
Since the joint probabilities of L activity domains in Eq. (13) are independent, we can
divide Eq. (13) into L independent joint probabilities, and infer the solution for each
activity domain separately. In our implementation, we use a gradient-based method to
(ij)
optimize it over the parameters wlT , αl , βl , and variable Tl . Due to the limited space,
the detailed implementation is not presented here.
3.3 Video Recommendation
Given a user uk , in this step, we calculate the recommendation score R(vh , uk ) for each
video vh . Aforementioned, the recommendation score R(uk , vh ) is determined by two
factors: the interest degree of video vh by user ut (t = k) (denoted as I(vh , ut ), see
Section 3.1), and the relationship strength between ut and uk in the special domain Al
(tk)
that vh belongs to (denoted as Tl , see Section 3.2). We multiple these factors as:
R(vh , uk ) =

K

t=1,t=k

(tk)

I(vh , ut )Tl

μ(vh , Al )

(14)

where μ(vh , Al ) is an indicator to represent whether vh belongs to domain Al ,
μ(vh , Al ) = 1 indicates that video vh belongs to domain Al , and μ(vh , Al ) = 0 otherwise. In our approach, we represent video vh as a word set, where the words inside
are collected from the textual description associated with vh . Based on the approach
in Section 3.2, we can assign a domain to video vh . According to the recommendation
scores in Eq. (14), we return a rank list of videos to each user.
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4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Settings
The dataset is downloaded from the Facebook website, which is a popular online social network site with over 600 million members worldwide. To download data from
Facebook, we first selected 9 active users from three countries (Singapore, China and
America) as the seed nodes. After obtaining their consents, we collected all the friends
of these 9 users, which results in a total of 632 people. Since it is hard to collect the
viewing history of all people, we only sampled 45 persons who have at least three common acquaintances. We downloaded each user’s profile information, including location,
language, religion, interests and etc. Besides, we downloaded the interaction activities
(messages, news feed, etc.) for each user between Sep. 2010 and Oct. 2010. This results
in a total of 22,500 interaction activity documents. Meanwhile, the video viewing behaviors of these users on YouTube were tracked in a one-month period (from Dec. 2010
to Jan. 2011). Video links from each user’s log were extracted. The video itself and the
corresponding title, tag, category, description information were downloaded and stored
in our database. It is shown that there are about 150 videos viewed per user on average.
For each user, we split the viewed videos into two parts, the first part is the videos
viewed in the previous two weeks and the second part is the videos viewed in the next
two weeks. The second part is used for testing. In other words, we regard videos in the
second part as the relevant samples for recommendation. We assign the relevant score of
1 to the videos in the second part, and 0 to the other videos for a user. It is worth noting
that this setting actually underestimates the performance, as the user may also be interested in the videos out of the second part. Though a more rigorous approach for ground
truth establishment is to let users label all videos with interestingness, our approach is
still reasonable for comparing different algorithms. For performance evaluation metric,
we adopted the normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [9] [15].
4.2 Experimental Results
To comprehensively evaluate our approach, we consider two types of classical recommendation methods as baselines:
1. Content-based filtering method (CBF): the videos are recommended based on the
similarity between the unseen video and the videos previously viewed by the user.
The similarity between these two videos is calculated using Eq. (4) and Eq. (6).
2. Collaborative filtering method (CF): it predicts the preference to a video based
on the ratings of similar users. The distance of vectors which represent the user’s
viewing history is adopted to measure the similarity between different users.
Fig. 4 illustrate the comparison of average NDCG@20 in various activity domains. We
can see that our approach outperforms the other methods in almost every domain except for “work” domain. One possible reason is that the representative words in “work”
domain are diverse. On the other hand, “sports” domain contains very highly repetitive words such as “basketball”, “swimming” and “jogging”, and thus the relationship
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Fig. 4. The performance of the three video recommendation methods in different active domains
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Fig. 5. The performance of the three recommendation methods for each user

strength in the “sports” domain can be estimated more accurately. In addition, people
rarely use the social network to discuss work related topics.
Fig. 5 illustrates detailed NDCG@20 results for the 45 users. We can see that for
most users our approach achieves better results than the other two methods. The reason
is that the two main components in the ranking score function Eq. 14 integrates the positive aspects of both CBF and CF methods. One component is the relationship strength
in the activity domain in which the video to be recommended belongs to. It is estimated
based on user’s profile information and the interaction activities between different users.
The other component is the interest degree to the video given by the recommender. It
is estimated based on the recommender’s viewing history. So its performance is obviously better than the other two methods. Fig. 6 illustrates the top relationship strength
in different activity domains for a user in a social network and the different ranking
lists produced by three video recommendation strategies for this user. We can see that
the user’s main interest is “sports”, which is estimated by our proposed relationship
strength measurement. From Fig. 6(b), we can see that our proposed approach recommends more relevant videos given the user’s interest.
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activity domains for a user (the center one).

(b) The ranking lists of the three video recommendation methods for the user in subfigure (a).

Fig. 6. The relationship strength network for a user and the recommended videos to him by the
three video recommendation strategies

5 Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to improve the accuracy of video recommendation by utilizing the relationship strength information from social network. First,
the interest degree of each viewed video by a user’s friends was calculated. Second,
the relationship strengths between different users were measured, taking into consideration not only the user’s profile information, interaction activities, but also the activity
domains. Third, the recommended videos viewed by the friends of a user were ranked
based on their interest degree of each video and the user’s relationship strengths with
the friends in different domains. We conducted experiments with 45 participants and
the results demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach. In our future
work, we will conduct experiments with more users and will also consider integrating
more contextual factors in video recommendation, such as the time and location.
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